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Book Reviews
fully acknowledge the centuries of mistreatment, cultural
suppression, disenfranchisement, and deleterious federal policies that left many tribes dependent on a paternalistic federal
government, the main thrust of the book is a discussion of what
tribes have been able to accomplish in spite of that history.
The State of the Native Nations is organized around four
core elements of what its authors refer to as Nation Building.
The book highlights how tribes are
• Working to strengthen their institutions of governance to
more effectively assert their sovereignty
• Diversifying their economic activities to better improve
their citizens’ well-being
• Crafting innovative social policies by drawing upon the
experience of both the Indian and non-Indian worlds
• Tapping and developing their cultural resources—both
traditional and emergent
The first section is a discussion of tribes as nations, focusing
on tribal governmental development, tribal efforts to maintain
jurisdiction, and the complex relationships among tribal governments, the federal government, and the states. Rather than
a cursory treatment, however, the authors provide concrete examples such as the tribal laws governing the operation of tribal
courts in South Dakota (Cheyenne River Sioux) and Oklahoma
(Chickasaw and Citizen Potawatomi Nation).
The book is also full of examples of tribal economic diversification. The case study on Ho-Chunk, Inc. discusses how the
Winnebago tribe successfully diversified its economy beyond
gaming and into long-term self-sustaining endeavors. Other
examples include the Cheyenne River Sioux development of
a buffalo management corporation and the development of
Native Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) throughout Indian Country, but particularly in the Great
Plains.
In addition to the rich descriptive material throughout The
State of the Native Nations, the book is also filled with empirical data not readily available anywhere else, particularly in the
area of economic development. In the discussion of gaming, for
example, the book notes how gaming operations at Standing
Rock helped the tribe double its on-reservation employment
levels.
While much of the volume is focused on the governmental
and economic components of Nation Building, it does include
substantive chapters on environmental management, education, health, family support, arts, and culture, as well as excellent chapters on Alaska Natives, Native Hawaiians, and urban
Indians.
The State of the Native Nations stands alone as a comprehensive discussion of the efforts, obstacles, and accomplishments of tribal leaders who are shaping Indian Country by
developing and implementing strategies of self-determination
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in response to contemporary federal policies. Packed with both
practical and scholarly insights, it is a must-read for anyone interested in Indian Country in the 21st century. Gavin Clarkson
(Choctaw/Cherokee), University of Houston Law Center.
Buffalo Inc.: American Indians and Economic Development. By Sebastian Felix Braun. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2008. xii + 271 pp. Maps, photographs, tables,
references, index. $39.95 cloth.
Swiss-born University of North Dakota anthropologist
Felix Sebastian Braun focuses on the recent development of the
Cheyenne River Sioux Reservation’s bison herd program by
tracing the origins, implementation, and demise of Pte Hca Ka,
a corporation designed to establish a sizeable bison presence
on the reservation for a variety of sociocultural and economic
reasons. Buffalo Inc.’s 14 chapters roughly divide into three
parts, each of which includes a chapter specifically focused on
Pte Hca Ka along with contextualizing commentary chapters.
Braun first recounts the evolution of the reservation as well
as the bison cooperative movement and bison management,
culminating in the incorporation of Pte Hca Ka. The second
part, documenting the expansion of Pte Hca Ka, is intertwined
with commentary regarding the blending of cultural identity
and politics that led to competing visions for the bison corporation while it tried to wrestle with issues of bison ranching,
particularly in cattle country. The later chapters explain the
reorganization and ultimate collapse of the corporation. Braun
surrounds this narrative with several assessments regarding sustainable development and cross-cultural comparisons
ranging from reindeer herding and sheep rearing to whaling
and Aboriginal land management, although he does not make
the obvious comparison with similar bison efforts in Canada.
Ultimately, the author summarizes that “economically, the
corporation [Pte Hca Ka] was a disaster,” yet its “social and
cultural impact . . . should not be underestimated. For a time,
the corporation was one of the most successful development
projects in Indian Country.”
Braun proves most insightful when he narrates the story of
Pte Hca Ka, providing depth to a phenomenon that “Some people will see as simply another failed project on a reservation.”
Nonetheless, his work becomes problematic in light of analyses
often characterized by regrettable contrasts, e.g., “I knew how
to speak Lakota better than many people I encountered, and I
think it would be a hugely arrogant assumption of mine to conclude that they must hold fewer Lakota values for that.” Readers
also must endure some awkward constructions such as “the
post-neofunctionalist, post-equilibrium-homeostasis anthropological argument targets. . . .” More vexing concerns emerge
from the treatment of sensitive issues on the reservation, and no
amount of rhetorical self-authentication vindicates the author,
e.g., “the game wardens often discussed the issue with me while
© 2009 Center for Great Plains Studies, University of Nebraska–Lincoln
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they were stopping by for coffee.” Indeed, Native Americans
capably define themselves and make their own assessments.
The last word here comes from a Cheyenne River Lakota
scholar intimately associated with bison restoration and referred to in Buffalo Inc. Commenting on Braun’s research on
the reservation, the resident noted, “He still thinks that anthropologists have the right to determine who among Indians is the
legitimate voice . . . and does not have a clue as to how Indians
regard the significance of the herd. It is very wasicu-oriented
(no disrespect intended).” Ken Zontek, Department of Social
Science, Yakima Valley Community College.
The Alberta Supreme Court at 100: History & Authority.
Edited by Jonathan Swainger. Edmonton: University of Alberta
Press, 2007. xxvi + 366 pp. Photographs, notes, appendix, index. $45.00 cloth.
In 2007 Alberta’s Supreme Court, which hears trials at first
instance and appeals, turned 100 years old. In commemorate,
the court commissioned a history edited by Jonathan Swainger.
Was this necessary? Much of the court’s work was routine,
and even when faced with challenging cases its decisions were
seldom remarkable. Yet that is what makes this such a valuable
book. During the 20th century, Alberta, like all of the Canadian
and U.S. West, experienced many of the same conflicts over
land, resources, women, and Aboriginal peoples. Despite its
local peculiarities, the story of Alberta’s Supreme Court is the
story of how a typical common law court dealt with some of the
major legal issues in the Great Plains in the last 100 years.
The book is a collection nine essays, five of which attempt
to cover the whole or much of the last 100 years for a specific
topic (constitutional, family, water, energy, and property law)
through the identification of important or exemplary cases. The
other four focus on either shorter time periods (a study of the
makeup of the bench in its earliest years or the court’s treatment
of women’s issues since the 1970s) or on only a pair of cases
(over conscription during the First World War or Native hunting
rights). There are large areas of law left out of this coverage:
for instance, criminal law is only dealt with in passing, while
employment and labor law is left out entirely.
With the exception of the chapter on the court’s early years,
the chapters follow roughly the same structure: a general issue
at law is introduced; several exemplary cases are described;
a conclusion about the court’s (often unremarkable) jurisprudence is proffered. One of the best chapters is Jonnette Watson
Hamilton’s study of court challenges to the regulation of land
acquisitions by Hutterite colonies. She divides her study into
two periods: the first, the era from the 1940s to the early 1970s
when the provincial government restricted land sales to Hutterites; the second, the era since then when some municipalities
tried to use less clearly discriminatory land use regulations to
restrict Hutterite expansion. In each section she provides a good
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background to the political and social conflicts over colonies
and then describes four cases that show the conflicts of the era.
Her chapter nicely exhibits the place of law in conflicts between
the dominant culture and minorities. At the same time it can be
read as a study of the changing ways agricultural property was
regulated as unsettled land disappeared and agriculture industrialized.
What is not much present in Hamilton’s article, or in any
of the chapters, is significant wrestling with either broader
historiographical or legal-theoretical concerns. Swainger contextualizes the book within the broader historiography of law in
his introduction, but this is not matched in the specific chapters.
This means the book can be read by nonexperts in either law
or history, but it also limits its impact. There is little attempt to
understand the developments within the broader legal history
of the Great Plains or Canada. James Muir, Department of History and Classics, and Faculty of Law, University of Alberta.
Books on Trial: Red Scare in the Heartland. By Shirley A.
Weigand and Wayne A. Weigand. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2007. xvii + 286 pp. Illustrations, notes, index.
$24.95 cloth.
The subject of Shirley and Wayne Weigand’s Books on
Trial is the prosecution of several Community Party members
and their friends by authorities in Oklahoma City. The prosecutions, which began in 1940, entailed charges of “criminal
syndicalism” based largely on the defendants’ connection to a
Party-sponsored bookstore. Books on Trial recounts in detail
the clumsy raids on the bookstore that set the prosecutions in
motion; the rough treatment visited on the defendants by local
authorities and citizens; the series of rigged trials resulting in
the proprietor, his wife, and several others being convicted and
sentenced to ten-year terms in prison plus significant monetary
fines; and the campaign to exonerate the defendants, which
eventually resulted in the convictions being overturned. Books
on Trial shows how the main evidence of the defendants’ legal
culpability was actually books from the store, some hardly
radical in tone and most never read by police or prosecutors.
As a straightforward narrative, this story is not only engaging
but an effective reminder of the repressive tendencies that lurk
within the modern liberal state. What really distinguishes the
book from most scholarship on the history of civil liberties,
however, is its attention to the human costs and local origins
and consequences of this episode of repression.
In this vein, the study uncovers the factors that actually
motivated the government’s campaign against the defendants.
This focus on local context allows the authors to show that the
prosecutions were rooted not simply in the local authorities’
ideological hostility to communism or even the (obviously
inflated) threat of communist revolution, but rather in a set
of more prosaic concerns, particularly the local authorities’

